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Okay, folks, the results are in and the results are these: there is no such thing as the
American Civil War. No War of Secession, either.
There is no Declaration of War commencing such an action.
There is no Peace Treaty ending any such action.
It does not exist as a war between states, between nations, or nation-states.
What we have been taught to call the "Civil War" or "War of Secession" was never a
war at all.
So what was it? It was an illegal mercenary action.
And it still is. The so-called "war" that isn't a war is ongoing. It has been staged as
a perpetual war for profit on our soil.
Those criminals responsible for setting up the scam are long dead.
Those who have perpetuated it and who continue to support it deserve to be made
aware of the facts and given a chance to cease and desist---- and if they don't, they
deserve to be hunted down as international criminals, tried, and executed for crimes
against humanity so dire that they beggar description.
And all of this, with all its unspeakable consequences for us and for others, has been
ongoing for 150 years, right under our noses.
So here is the Public Notice:
Both the United States, Incorporated, and the United States of America,
Incorporated, their heirs and assigns since 1860, have been operated
in Breach of Trust and contract and both have violated their charters and
have engaged in unlawful and illegal actions against the innocent American states
and people;
Both the United States, Incorporated, and the United States of America,
Incorporated, their heirs and assigns since 1860, have operated under color of law
on American soil and have presumed upon and against their unwitting hosts;

Both the United States, Incorporated, and the United States of America,
Incorporated, their heirs and assigns since 1860, have practiced inland piracy,
kidnapping, enslavement, extortion, racketeering, conspiracy against the actual
Constitution, genocide, war for profit, unlawful conversion, bank and securities fraud,
constructive fraud and other crimes against the American people and have sought by
various means the illegal overthrow of our lawful governments
and the pillaging of our estates;
Both the United States, Incorporated, and the United States of America,
Incorporated, their heirs and assigns since 1860, have promulgated constructive
fraud and used deceptively similar names to confuse the American people so as to
seize upon our names and estates and secretively hypothecate debt against us and
our assets without our knowledge or consent;
These non-sovereign incorporations have served as international crime syndicates
benefiting foreign powers and by Law they must be liquidated and their assets must
be returned to their Priority Creditors, the American states and people.
Everyone please stop for a moment and consider the immensity and duration of the
fraud that has been played upon us by men and women who have sworn oaths to
protect us and our property interests?
Think of what this information about the so-called Civil War actually means: not a
single action undertaken by the "federal government" since then has been valid.
Nothing that has happened here since 1860, and quite likely before then, too, has
been honest. Absolutely all of it has been conceived in fraud, implemented by fraud,
and enforced under color of law by people functioning as criminals in nice suits.
This explains why the sum total result of the so-called Civil War was to enshrine
slavery instead of abolishing it, and to move slavery out of the private sector and
into the public sector.
Instead of men owning men, corporations masquerading as governments have
claimed to own men via proxy, using legal chicanery, non-disclosure, and deceit to
accomplish these ends.
They have seized upon our given names while we were still babes in our cradles and
claimed all assets held under our names--- our bodies and souls, our land, our
homes, our businesses. They have declared that we are 'decedents" with respect to
our own identity, our own birthright inheritance, and falsely told the rest of the world
that we agree to all this in "equitable exchange" for "benefits" that we paid for
ourselves.
If you are working for the "federal government" in any capacity at all, search
diligently for other employment and consider well the source and the authority for
any orders you are given. If you can't do something in a private capacity---- for
example, can't assault, can't pillage, can't murder---- you can't do it in a public
capacity, either. Doing such things in a uniform just makes it worse.
Come now, join with me in giving all the members of the "Congress" sitting in
Washington, DC, a rousing chorus of, "Take Your Limey Asses Back Out to Sea"

followed by a send off round of "What Frigging Civil War?" and "Here We Go to Postal
Court Among the Leaves So Green", "Ballad of Elliot Ness" and "Communists,
Fascists and All The Rest".
Sing your hearts out, Ladies. And all you veterans out there? Send the Secretary of
Defense Notice that you have retired from all military duty, severed all political
association, and returned to the land jurisdiction of your native state.
Suck it in, Shorty. Realize that you have been misused the worst of all. You've been
used as gun fodder for the British Crown and left as a slave to pay their debts. All to
the tune of "Yankee Doodle Dandy". So return their commission with your
compliments and don't let the screen door hit your rump on your way out.
After intermission, please join me for a Sing-Along featuring "Put a Cork in It",
"Requiem for a Fake Nation", "Criminals in Robes", "Battle Hymn of the Actual
Republic", "Go Tell It On the Intercom", "Do Your Ears Hang at All?", "Black Hats in
the Sunset" and that perennial favorite, "What's It All About, Donald?"
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